TT4YOU INTERNATIONAL
TABLE TENNIS CAMPS
August 2021
WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

2 august
6 august

9 august
13 august

16 august
20 august

FOR WHO?

For all players between 8 and 40 years.
There will be national and international top coaches.
You can sign up for the camp by sending an e-mail to
info@tt4you.nl. Feel free to contact TT4you if you would
like to receive more information.

ACCOMMODATION

1. Airbed in the hall (for free) *
2. Host Family (€20,- per night)
3. Hotel/Hostel (see the back of the poster for more info)
* Due covid-19 its not certain if sleeping in the hall will
* be possible.

www.tt4you.nl

instagram.com/tt4you1

LOCATIE TTV SCYEDAM
dr. Kuyperlaan 4
3118 RR Schiedam

facebook.com/TT4you

INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL TABLE TENNIS CAMPS
Augustus 2021
ACCOMMODATION

Option 1: Airbed in the hall (for free) *
Bring your own airbed and sleep in the hall. It is also possible to buy one at the venue (€25,-)
* Due covid-19 its not certain if sleeping in the hall will be possible.
Option 2: Host family (€20,- per night)
Stay at the family of a Dutch player. Every day they will bring you to the table tennis hall and pick
you up in the evening. Costs: €20,- a night.
Optie 3: Hotel/Hostel
The table tennis hall is located at the Doctor Kuyperlaan 4, 3118 RR Schiedam. Next to the hall
(1 minute walk) is the metro station Schiedam Troelstralaan. In 10 minutes with the metro you are
in the city center of Rotterdam. We can advice you the following hotel and hostels.
You will need to make the reservations yourself. The prices are subject to change.
If necessary we can arrange transportation from the hotel to the venue.

Hotel
Hotel Companile Vlaardingen***
Hotel Novotel R’dam/Schiedam****
Easy hotel Rotterdam City Centre***
Hostel
King Kong hostel Rotterdam
Hostel Ani en Haakien Rotterdam

Distance from hall
2.0 km
1.5 km
10 minutes by metro
Hostel
12 minutes by metro
16 minutes by metro

Double room (per night)
€55,00 - €65,00
€60,00 - €75,00
€55,00 - €70,00
Shared room (per night)
€18,00 - €30,00
€18,00 - €25,00

